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GM Wheat May Permanently Alter Human
Genome, Spark Early Death
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Experts say that the GM wheat current ly in development by an
Australian governmental research agency could, if  ingested,
shut down certain genes, leading to premature death or risk
thereof to mult iple generat ions.

The GM wheat developed by the Commonwealth Scient if ic
and Industrial Research Organisat ion (CSIRO) using public
funds is engineered to turn of f  genes permanent ly. The
organizat ion’s intent to turn of f  wheat genes, however, could af fect  human and animal genes.

“Through ingest ion, these molecules can enter human beings and potent ially silence our genes,”
says Professor Jack Heinemann of  the University of  Canterbury’s Centre for Integrated Research
in Biosafety. His report  was published in Digital Journal.

DNA Matches in GM Wheat and Humans

The wheat genes intended to be silenced are known as SEI, the sequence of  which are classif ied
by CSIRO. What experts know about SEI is that  parts of  it  match the human GBE gene sequence.
GBE dictates glycogen storage, without which the liver scars and causes death in children. Adults
with malfunct ioning GBE genes can experience cognit ive impairment, pyramidal quadriplegia,
peripheral neuropathy, and neurogenic bladder.

“The findings are absolutely assured,” insists Heinemann.  “There is no doubt that
these matches exist.”

Survives Digestion, Cooking, Generations

Moreover, Heinemann describes the double stranded RNA (dsRNAs) present in GM wheat as
“remarkably stable in the environment.” It  is able to withstand digest ion (even af ter cooking) and
thereafter circulates through the body, where it  amplif ies into more and dif ferent dsRNAs and
“alters gene expression in the animal.” These altered genes are passed to later generat ions,
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assuming the consumer doesn’t  die of  cancer or liver damage before procreat ing – seen in the
recent GMO french study.

Dangers Well-Known by Agribusiness

No doubt, agribusiness will swoop to CSIRO’s rescue and claim that Heinemann’s f indings are
irrelevant. Monsanto, however, uses this same tact ic in its genet ically modif ied plants. The plants
are engineered to produce dsRNA that survives digest ion in the insect, shuts down genes, stunts
growth, and kills it . This may be welcome news for some, given one biotech scient ist ’s email not
only acknowledging the risks of  disease and reproduct ive dif f icult ies inherent in GMO consumption
but also praising it  as a ‘remedy’ for global over-populat ion.

Agribusiness has gone to great lengths to silence skept ics of  GMOs  The Food and Drug
Administrat ion—which abounds in t ies to agribusiness—deleted 1 million signatures for a GMO
labeling campaign. Monsanto has been burning millions of  dollars to campaign against  GMO
labeling. Depending on the poll, about 93% of Americans advocate GMO labeling.
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